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A new face of torture? [which movie] 
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tag[s]: brief stream analysis while sleep deprived, analytic themes and to modern translations utilized, … 

review of upcoming publications, … though provocations; combat analysis from almost “regular” culture 

and ‘regular’ habitations , systems and system cues 

 

Source, citation: a movie, recent [which one?] 

 

On, the cited: paramount signature, [:] 

A way to move; such as a plane.  

Already mentioned somewhere? The uniform; an integration of monkhood & regular 

Warrior-hood.  

Un-raveling of ?[time] 

Religious definitions? “universe”  

Connected to the mourning of death? 

Main motif: “dare”  
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Connotation to [definitions of] enlightenment implied by “birthday”  

Cue catch: mention of severe weather cognition for recognition difference? As compared to  

Outside of ship travel 

Emotional Corrections in procedure to external progress? With such advancement; might not A One 

wonder; why not a different form to death; one 

Where the deceased might live among the non-such?  

How do you know she’s not lying; perhaps In addition to the ship checking [as in locating her ship et al]; 

verification that 

she is actually as she says. To real world combat: militia application [wha-? from the/a movie stream]: 

verify in the most available and created accurate way-method 

 

Like; as in; [in-in] in real life: Does the “warp” work to locate and grab any … if even there is no 

“communication” available,  

What if there was, are there; is it; walking path[s] from one “planet” to another including the in-

between “outer space” theme: what a change of Scene, [is the solution to …] 

At this point: [Believable consequence how so verified as actually cause-d, by this action] Wow, crisis 

response to another, others in aid, requires the group to lose its … ?  

Now we finally have an almost real – er version; of “fall(ing) from the sky …” as in like a religious 

translation, [from Heaven? … ] to at least watching culture.  

Accompanying music citation: delirium ft. sarah mclachlan silence “brokedown palace”  

tHen;  … an almost new face of Torture.  
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{cue integration: with mention of,} The contact between new life; or at least starting life; and ending life; 

two different? stratospheres  

[left off 54:41] 

 

 

 


